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1.  What is Sequential Organization / Streaming?
2.  Why does Streaming Exist?
3.  What are the Computational Implications?
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1. Auditory Scene Analysis
• How do people analyze sound mixtures? 
break mixture into elements (time-freq atoms) 
elements are grouped in to sources using cues 
sources have aggregate attributes 
• Grouping rules 
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Auditory Streaming
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Relevance
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Speech Streaming
• Task: Coordinate Response Measure
“Ready Baron go to green eight now”
256 variants, 16 speakers
correct = color and number for “Baron”
• Accuracy as a function of spatial separation:
A, B same speaker                  o Range effect
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2. Why Does Streaming Exist?
• The effect of streaming
“fission” of auditory percept into separate streams
interferes with judgments between streams
• But for perception, context is critical
to understand a sound event’s meaning, you need 
to know what comes before and after
.. and not be confused by random co-occurrences
• Need to integrate disparate evidence
streams as the common hook for glimpses
• So what cues can lead to streaming?
should be anything that can distinguish sources
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Time, Scale, & Context
• Footsteps

























































• “World model” 
state evolution
“hook” for evidence
• Just maximizing P(observation | explanation)
unifies with simultaneous organization
• Bottom up vs. top down
events depend on streams
same old problems 
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Summary
• Objects may sound intermittently
makes a stream of relevant sound events / glimpses
• Meaning relies on the full ‘history’ of sound 
events from a particular source
between-event relations are useful
• Streaming is critical
forming streams is scene analysis
➡ If we are to correctly perceive 
something in the world, 
we must be able to make a stream out of it
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